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Tessy Philji
Chairperson

The Planning Forum (Degree)

Dynamism, disruption, metamorphosis, un c ertai nty, complexity are the modern day adjectives  

describing the corporate world as it stand s today. Leaders needs to ant ic ipate & respond to  

challenges, c r e a t e institutional structures, encourage robust interactions, indulge in creativity,  novelty,

wisdom, for incisive problem solving and decision making. This milieu brings to the forefront, the  

inevitability of dext eri ty in leadership today.
Peter F. Druc ker has rightly said, “Leadership is lifting a person’s vision to higher

sights, the raising of a person’s performance to a higher s tandard, the building of a personality beyond  

its normal limitations.”

Envisaging th e indispensable re qu i re m en t for ad ro it leaders in the c o rp or a te, and perceiving

the constraints in the prese nt curriculum in transforming youngsters to take up future leadership roles, the

Planning Forum (degree), resolved to re deem its vision, mission, objectives, and transform itself into the

Leadership and Management cell of NM. Through its new avatar, the Forum aspires to contribute

in building up the youngsters into holistic leaders, equipped with skills for the corpora te world.

With this ambition, the  PF took up  Design Thinking and Business Innovation, Emotional

intelligence and Communications skills and created interest groups of students wherei n they had

regular interactions with Industry experts throughout the year. At the same time, Ranniti, the
department for Strategic Thinking conducted events to ignite the strategic thinking skills of students in  

areas pertain ing to business, commerc e and economics.

Planning Forum, the Leadership a n d Management cell of NM envisages to s upp lem ent the  
presen t curricula r struc ture and conti nue as a platfo rm for bri dging the indus try-academia gap by

equipping students with essential and diverse leadership skills, transforming them into successful  

leaders of the future.
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Siddhant Gupta
Bcom, Chartered Accountant  

Secretary, Planning Forum 2015-16

Albert Einstein once remarked , “ Creativity is Intelligence havin g fun." As the year passes by, it is  

heart-warmi ng to witness a fresh infusion of ideas in to Planning Forum. A sense of nostalgia trickles

down my spine, as I reminisce a b o u t the two years spent at the association. It has been an engrossing  

journey, topped wi th a rich cream of wise learnings. As always, the road was never at but the support  

and blessings of my teachers and peers compensated for its ruggedness.

The two years were more about “ management of time” than “ management of the association." There is  

nothing better than completing a task in a timely and systematic manner . Academics not only revolves  around

examinations and marks, but also, around evolution of ones personality. In this regard, it is of utmost  importa

nce to remain active in co-curricular and extra-curricular activities, while at the same time, ensuring  that

studies are not compromised . Once the r ight balance is struck, the foundation is set, to step out in to  the 

real world.

Grabbing this opportunity to the fullest, I thank my fellow members, teachers and Principal of  

Narsee Monjee College for the ir cons tan t support and well wishes, that ensured, tha t Planning Forum

remained etched in the memory of every college student. I sign offwith the words of the renowned

American humorist Samuel Levenson, “ Don't watch the clock; do what it does. Keep going."
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Sumant Khetan
Secretary, Planning Forum 2016-17

“And it can ’ t be wrong, take my heart and make it strong!”. These lines sum up my journey as a  

Secretary of the Planning Forum. From being a member to the secretary I’ve seen Planning Forum

growing every day with innovations an d creative minds. PF for me was like coming to home; from ho me .  

There had been many nail biting moments as well. I  remember howscared I wasa day before our event for  

less registrations. Also surprised the next morni ng, waiting outside Amee Mam’s office asking permission to

change the classroom from Room 21to Room 13– a larger classroom. Planning Forum has always

been this magica l.
As a secretary, there have been lows that ha ve hit hard but my PF family deserves a heartfelt  

g   ra ti tude for keep ing up the team spirit. Planning Forum never wanted to deliver a product , it  wanted to 

deliver an experience. And it ve ry well did. Brainstorming sessions has always been my favorite. I

grew through what I went through.

Today, scrolling through social media and coming across all the posts and shares I

see capt ioned "The Planning Forum" gives me immense happiness and satisfaction tha t PF is in great

hands doing great since forever. The legacy continues.  It wasn ’t always easy. But today when I wa lk do

wn the memory lane, it has always been worth it.
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AbhishekAggarwal
Secretary, Planning

Forum2017-18

Planning Forum was an  

opportunity for me to create a real  

time positive impact in NM college.  

Therefore, I incorporated the idea  

of a leadership and Management  

cell to train the students on the  

latest and most required Skill Set.

Priyasha Pandya
Joint Secretary, Planning

Forum 2017-18

Planning forum, with the aim and  

motive of creating uncommon leaders,  

has given students of the College and me  

immense opportunities to learn various

skills and implement the same in the  

practical life. Looking forward for more  

people getting associated with this

association and train and be fit to be a .  
part of the corporate world that awaits us
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Dr.ArupMazumdar
Chief Design Thinking Evangelist

at Founding Fuel PublishingPvt.

Ltd.

INTERVIEW

What is the importance of design thinking toyou?

-Design thinking is essential skillset for the uncommon leader. In today’s digital age you need to  
be able to synthesize from the analytics to deliver a good user experience. Distinction between  
product and service has become blurred to the extent that all that matters is value in use. Very  
little sustainability is possible with value in exchange,of the old. Leadership skills are now all  
about being comfortable with the unknown and learning to derive opportunities thereof. Just  

doing things right is not enough. You need to add sense before it becomes common sense! Thus  
the open mind set of design thinking inculcated with the discipline that forms in the stages of  
looking through the lense of empathy, understand and then making the iteration through  
successive tests and failures is the need of the hour. To be able to be a successful organization  
you need to imbibe the design thinking mind set.Design thinking is greatly helpful for all the  

generations.

How would you teach and inculcate design thinking in the lives of not only the  

older generations but also the younger generation (3-10 years) as well?

-A child needs to develop Physically, emotionally, and intellectually to be able to share and  
understand empathy, be able to usefully build and be able to coherently express oneself. This  
does not happen till he/she is school going. Till then their minds are still a connection of new  
experienceseveryday. You can still encourage them, for example, to learn another language! It is  
only at an early school going age, since their minds are stilldelightfullyunstructured,they’re prime  
movers of the art of design thinking. However the challenges are many: Define stage needs to be  
structured as a “how might we....” question for them and seed with options as aguideline.
Ideate is usually a riot! The goal is to encourage them to buildon the ideas of others ,as  
psychologically they, at this stage of life, still prefer individual achievement to collaboration.  
Prototyping/testing is where the fun begins! They’re very good and intuitive and are very goal  
oriented. Themost difficult task is the sharing, the ability to purposefully tell the story one way is  
to make clay creations and share their experience. Stanford used a computer software to model  
their ideas and let the kids learn through questioning.

Try this withyour kids!



Dr.NeetaTatke,
Head, Dept. of Psychology &Vice

Principal, D. G. Ruparel College

INTERVIEW

Define Emotional intelligence in a few words.

-EI is an ability to handle and manage one's emotions effectively. It is expressing the emotions  
appropriately as per the need of the context and the individuals experiences. If I am angry at  
my workplace, I should express my anger in strong words, but balanced tone. But if I am  
angry at my friend, I can takethe liberty of expressingmore openly.

What is the importance of being emotionally available in the workplace?

-Taking the meaning of ‘being emotionally available’ as being aware and open to  
emotions of oneself and others. People are involved in work. A persons current state of  
work isinfluenced by his/her mood. A calm person will be able to work with better focus,  
and is more productive and is better able to manage the environment. A distressed person  
willcreate distres for others,generallybegins a negative cycle of distress- errors- more distress
- more errors. Happy, contended, sad, angry each emotion will have its reaction in work,  
on interaction with others and general work environment. Being emotionallyaware willhelp  
in understanding the consequences of all this and may help in betterwork culture.

Is being receptive important for a better organizational environment?

-Very important, if used appropriately. The work leader should have stratergies to deal with both
positive and negative emotional states of the employees of the organization, so as to maintain

healthy environment. Receptivity then will contribute to the team and individual morale. But if
receptivity turns into extra sensitivity, whereby the receptive person gets engulfed in negative chain of
thoughts, it would be detrementaltohim/her.



How can one tackle problems with such an ability?

- Major characteristics of a person with good emotional intelligence are, peace of mind,  
emotional balance, Awareness of self & the environment, contentment, autonomy,  
appreciation, self - control. low/poor emotional intelligence involves, loneliness and depression,  
disappointment and frustration, guilt and envy, lethargy, anger, dependence. emotionally  
intelligent person will have a problem solving approach and not run away from the problems,  

thus will be able to work on variety ofproblems..

INTERVIEW



The Planning Forum (Degree)
Leadership and Management Cell of NM

Workshop on– Design Thinking by Dr ArupMazumdar

Date – 1st July, 2017

Summary – The session focused on the counterpiece of Design Thinking “the users experience” and “the interest of

stakeholders”. The workshops goal was to initiate the concept of design thinking. The group was presented with a case

study of its education system in its current state corroborated from various research papers and Dr Arup’s own findings.

The goal of this challenge was to accomplish a setup where in the ultimate user group or the stakeholders feel involved

evoking the vital empathy. At the end, Dr Arup method showed an evident shift in thought process of the participants.

Workshops

Workshop on– Design Thinking by Dr ArupMazumdar

Date – 18th July, 2017

Summary – Continuing the challenge of the previous workshops, the objective of this event was to prototype solutions.

Breaking the bigger problem into smaller executable ones was done. The groups problem statement was descriptive and the

question ‘how might we?’ was used for scouting the answers. Dr Arup reiterated the importance of the HMW question and

rounded up the workshop.

Workshop on– Design Thinking by Dr ArupMazumdar

Date – 8th August 2017

Summary – Ashish Sir gave the learners two elaborative exercises where they were expected to develop a ‘mobile cover’ that

addressed the present needs of the user. The second exercise required learners to ‘re-think’ their business model. The learners

were acquainted with design thinking tools of journey mapping, empathy mapping, defining the problem and so on. Towards

the end of the session, Ashish sir introduced learners to creative deal signing.



Workshop on–Emotional Intelligence by Dr SK Dutt

Date – 12th September, 2017

Summary - Dutt Sir’s mission was more than just explaining theories, his mission was to intricately touch upon the  multitude 

centerpieces of EI in a manner that every individual present in the room would begin a self-learning process. The  session 

begun with an energetic interaction between the students & Dutt Sir on the reason as to why each one of them  was keen to 

learn about Emotional Intelligence. This interaction resulted in enlightenment about the 90/10 rule, which  highlights the

importance of Emotional Intelligence by stating that “in any situation it is 90% emotions &10% logic.”  Drifting through these 

troughs &crests of emotions & coherence, a really interesting discussion sparked up regarding the  practices of EI & intuition. 

The workshop proceeded its course with Dutt Sir showcasing the movie “12 Angry Men” to  delve on the EI aspects of human

decisiveness.

The Planning Forum (Degree)
Leadership and Management Cell of NM

Workshops

Workshop on– Design Thinking by Dr ArupMazumdar

Date – 2nd September, 2017

Summary - Having ended the previous session in pursuit of “adjectives of the HMW,” the anointed inte re st group  

set forth o n realizing t h e fi ner aspects of thei r challenge. As they r o u n d e d nea r t h e prospective solution zones,  

Arup Sir tickled t h e mi n d s of t h e Designers with t h e Horseplay riddle. The riddle instilled t h e i mp o r t a n c e of  str

uctur ing the proto typ ing solutions so as to obtai n the desired outco me. The ultimate takeaway of this session  was

the fact tha t there exists a direct rela tio nship betwe en  the “Time Spent on Prototyping” & the “Quality of the  

Project.” This r el atio nship leads to t h e realization that when one is trying to build some thing new, it is ideal to star t

proto typ ing early to develop better ideas.



Event Name - The Heist- Ranniti

Date- 13thJanuary, 2018

The Heist (nerd-akin to the Oceans’ series! ) was an event which saw a turnout of  

more than 50 participantswillingto pull off a heist or stop the perpetrators of a bank 

robbery  from emptying the cash-laden vaults. Divided into teams – all the 

participants were  provided with a resource list & blueprints of the bank to plot their 

plan of action. The  winning criteria for the managers’ was to knock-off the robbers’ 

plan & stop’em dead  in their tracks whereas the robbers’ was to plunder the bank 

strategically enough to  avoid being busted. This event clearly highlighted Ranniti’s 

message to improve the  strategic skill sets so as to employ betterdecisiveness.

The Planning Forum (Degree)
Leadership and Management Cell of NM

Event Name - The Heist (inter college level- as a part of Insight 2018)

Date - 9th February, 2018

The Heist, was conducted as a part of Insight’18- the annual  business, finance 

and economics meet of the college and received an  overwhelming response

from 28 teams with 2 participants per team from various

colleges. The event that was about a manager trying to stop the robbersfrom 

looting his bank and it aimed at indulging the participants into strategic decision 

making,  proactive as well as counteractive decision making.

Event Name - Hansraj CollegeCompetition
Date - 22nd – 24th February, 2018

The Planning Forum was represented at the intercollegiate competitions  
held at Hansraj College, Delhi by a three team comprising of Kartik  
Shah, Manthan Dhabriya and Umang Agrawal from Ranniti, the  
Strategic Thinking cell of Planning Forum. The team competed with  
contingents from 60 colleges from all over India in events such as  
Caduceus, Emporia, Stockfather and NationalEconomics

Championship that tested their product management skills, strategic business

and marketing skills and decision making skills among others. These students  

stood 3rd in Caduceus and were runners up in The National Economics  

Championship.

Events



The Planning Forum (Degree)
Leadership and Management Cell of NM

Event Name - The Art of Communication is the Language of Leadership – Mrs.Jagruti Kirloskar

Saxena
Date - 24th February, 2018

Understanding the scope and techniques involved in corporate communication is of paramount  

significance to fully utilize opportunities in the corporate paradigm.

Our guest speaker, Mrs. Jagruti Kirloskar Saxena,

commenced the session by sharing some of her

valuable insights as the attendees eagerly listened

to as well as engaged in a discussion. It was a

highly interactive workshop and it provided us with a

gist of how the communication process works in a

company. As the session progressed, meaning of

Public Relations and work of a Public Relation

Officer was discussed. Further, means and

importance of communication models and their

impact on the corporate scenario wasaddressed.

Workshops



THE TEAMOF PLANNING FORUM

The Planning Forum (Degree)
Leadership and Management Cell of NM



(chairperson),  

KesiaVarghese



This magazine is created and endorsed by  

the students of N.M.college, collectivised as  

The PlanningForum.We,the coreand members  

Planning Forum sincerely appreciate the  

valuable platform and the plethora of  

opportunities which our college through our  

Principal Mr. Parag Ajgaonkar and our Vice  

Principals Ms.AmeeVora and Mrs. Gomathi  

Iyer, has provided us and we present to you,  

dear readers, this magazine as a testimony of  

our commitments to fully utilize the  capability 

of outreach endowed uponus.
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